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Congratulation for this very comprehensive work. It shows that the study of atmospheric biological particles is gaining speed. And it shows, how much needed such studies are. And it shows, how incomplete our present picture about the atmospheric aerosol is.

I’m not doing a review, but I would like making a few comments.

1769,16: Your DNA analysis points to biological particles sized smaller then 1 \( \mu \)m. So the wording in this line should be careful. "Micrometer particles" might forster the thinking that biological particles are mainly larger then 1 \( \mu \)m.

1772,20: The Andersen impactor I know is a very specific device, not designed for
atmospheric aerosols with a continuous size distribution. The multiple jets in each plate are operating under very different hydrodynamical conditions, so sorting the particles not in a well defined manner.

1773,23: Many of the authors of this study have also authored Despres et al 2012. They know how selective culturing and incubation is. Be very careful what to conclude from such data.
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